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**ABSTRACT:**  
**BACKGROUND.** While augmented reality in surgery as a concept is not new, the lack of capable hardware and software had hindered its realization in practice. With the first untethered augmented reality headset by Microsoft made commercially available this winter of 2016, hardware has finally reached the capabilities to provide compelling, and comfortable augmenting surgical visualization. This hardware not only improves spatial reasoning between tools and tissues inside the body in a natural manner but also provides an interface for registering medical images to visualize subsurface lesions in real-time to show tumor boundaries. Software for new, capable hardware systems is now required to meet the demands of compelling visual augmentation: high framerate, fine detail visuals of registered preoperative MRI/CT scans, with correct perspectives at all times.  

**OBJECTIVE/HYPOTHESIS.** Our objective is to develop the necessary algorithms for real-time image registrations via augmented reality (AR) headsets and evaluate improvements to resection margins that would spare healthy organ function. We hypothesize that real-time image registration through untethered augmented reality headsets will improve visualization of subsurface tumor boundaries, improve regulation and consistency of resection margins, and consequently spare healthy tissue function.  

**SPECIFIC AIMS.** Aim 1 is to relay image registration and overlays of laparoscopic scenes wirelessly, and in real-time, to head-mounted displays. Aim 2 is to evaluate surgical improvements from image overlay in a user study on a clinically-relevant laparoscopic simulator.  

**STUDY DESIGN.** The novel contribution of this proposal is the development of the (i) first real-time endoscopic video processing and coordinated registration over (ii) wireless communication to augmented reality headsets that provides (iii) accurate, stable, intracorporeal line-of-sight in the correct perspective. A system with this algorithm running in real-time will process streaming laparoscope video and deliver views to AR headsets, for the first time with correct perspectives. Volunteers from the UCSD School of Medicine and School of Engineering will be selected to participate in surgical resection of tumor phantoms in a laparoscopic simulator. Metrics on task performance and comfort will be gathered, and histological slides will quantify margin improvements.  

**CANCER RELEVANCE.** Tight surgical margins during a tumor resection can have a critical impact on a patient’s post-operative quality of life. This can come from preserving nerve function (as is often a challenge in prostatectomy), organ function (as in partial nephrectomy), and neurological function (positive margins having unexpected degradations on a patient’s neurological health). Thus, healthy tissue preservation is often of the highest importance to the patient, where excessive removal can have significant and unpredictable deficits on their post-operative life. Despite preoperative CT/MRI providing tumor boundaries in sub-millimeter precision, these 3D volumes are presented as 2D images on flat-panel displays with no spatial correlation to the patient on the operating table. This requires significant cognitive focus for clinicians to move between the 2D images and the live operating scenario. Our inability to display immersive, registered images on the patient anatomy forces surgeons to widen surgical margins and resect millimeters of healthy tissue, or else risk cancer recurrence, repeat procedures, and additional trauma to the patient.